All UH caregivers must use the UH Employee Health Check each day before starting an “in the office” work day/shift. You do not need an additional temperature screening when you arrive at work.

1. In order to get started, text the code UH4Health to 47225.
2. You will receive a personalized link that you can click on to begin the chat/screening.

**Initial Enrollment / First Time Only:**

3. Provide personal data:
   a. First and Last Name
   b. UH Username (reenter a second time for verification).
4. Choose your method (text or email) to receive your health screening chat. Provide your email or cell phone number.
5. Answer health screening questions.
6. Answer symptom checker.
7. Receive the CLEARED to work message* (see note below if not cleared).
8. Access your “cleared” entry pass through text or email. Show the pass to the security guard/point person at your location.
   - Green – Go to work, no restrictions.
   - Yellow – Go to work and exchange your cloth mask for a surgical or isolation mask at your location.
9. You'll receive a personalized link at the end of the initial screening to continue your daily health screenings (by email or text depending on the preference you selected).

**Daily Access**

10. Access your personalized link from text, email or browser and answer the health screening questions.

*NOTE: If not cleared to work, contact the UH COVID-19 Employee Hotline 216-767-8228 and your manager for further direction. Do NOT proceed to the office.*